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In order to meet future needs of a growing human population and to achieve food security
in the context of climate change, food production will likely need to increase—among other
measures—while at the same time minimizing negative environmental impact (Foley et al., 2011).
Sustainable intensification of agriculture (Garnett et al., 2013; Pretty and Bharucha, 2014; Andres
and Bhullar, 2016; Gunton et al., 2016), sometimes also called ecological intensification, is likely to
include key aspects of conservation agriculture (e.g., Hobbs et al., 2008; Giller et al., 2015). Pillars of
conservation agriculture (FAO, 2015) are no-till practices (Pittelkow et al., 2015), continuous crop
cover (by various means, for example cover crops) and diversification practices (multi-cropping
and crop rotations; Ponisio et al., 2015).

The Potential Role of Mycorrhiza in Sustainable Agriculture
There is a steadily growing appreciation of the integral importance of soil life in agricultural
sustainability (e.g., Mäder et al., 2002; Wagg et al., 2014; Bender et al., 2016), including plantsymbiotic associations. Among these symbioses a prominent player is mycorrhiza, the widespread
symbiotic association of fungi with plant roots (Smith and Read, 2008). Much has been written
about the role of mycorrhiza in agroecosystems, in particular about arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM),
formed by fungi in the phylum Glomeromycota, to which this paper mostly refers. AM fungi are
obligate symbionts (they need a living host during their entire life cycle) with tight regulation
of carbon-for-nutrients exchange between the host and the fungus. During their evolution, AM
fungi have lost the enzymatic ability to degrade carbon compounds (Tisserant et al., 2013), which
prevents them from becoming necrotrophic pathogens (the most common type of root-fungal
pathogens). The AM symbiosis has been much discussed in the context of agriculture, (i) because
AM is the dominant mycorrhiza formed by most crops (an exception being for example crops in the
Brassicaceae); (ii) because of the potentially positive, multifunctional role of AM in plant nutrition,
pathogen protection, stress tolerance and soil structure provision (Hamel, 1996; Smith and Read,
2008; Gianinazzi et al., 2010; Leifheit et al., 2014); (iii) because many agricultural practices (e.g.,
tillage, fertilization, non-host crops) tend to negatively affect AM fungal abundance and diversity,
thus potentially affecting functioning; and (iv) because AM fungi can be managed.
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Defining Mycorrhizal Technology

technology already have been made, but there are still varying
demands for research and development (Figure 1).
The real power of this set of measures may become most
apparent when several components can interact. Agricultural
management practices, for example, offer a rich opportunity for
interventions affecting mycorrhizal fungi. The AM symbiosis
responds sensitively to nutrient ratios (Johnson, 2010), and since
AM fungal phylotypes associated with certain N:P ratios may
be preferentially lost upon cultivation (Verbruggen et al., 2015),
tightly managing nutrient stoichiometry in agricultural systems,
including the amount, timing and element ratios of nutrient
additions will be an important priority—of course always with a
view toward ensuring yield. Easy monitoring of the abundance
(and functioning) of AM fungi, ideally in real time, possibly
the biggest bottleneck at the moment, would allow detection of
deleterious management practices, permitting precise responses
at the farm level. These data, when combined over many
fields and over time, can feed databases to iteratively finetune local management interventions. Choice of crop genotypes,
including cover crops, will directly determine host quality for the
symbiosis, and thus fungal abundance; and here collaboration of
mycorrhizal researchers with plant breeders offers an immense
opportunity to have available genotypes that support mycorrhiza.
Already, plant breeders are increasingly looking to the roots
(Bishopp and Lynch, 2015).
Microbial community engineering (sensu Mueller and Sachs,
2015) is a rapidly developing field in microbial ecology.
This technique relies on the selection over multiple microbial
generations of entire communities that outperform in a particular
function. It has already been used in the selection of bacterial
communities, thus similar techniques can be brought to bear on
communities of AM fungi, or, perhaps even more importantly,
AM fungi and the microbes associated with their extraradical
mycelium. Engineering entire consortia, with AM fungi as a
part of this larger system, may be very promising, since it is
clear that AM functionality may depend on interactions with
many other soil organisms (and vice versa). For example, in
terms of delivery of nutrients to the crop plant, AM fungi can
closely interact with and profit from a consortium of bacteria and
protozoa (Koller et al., 2013), and in terms of their role in soil
aggregation, AM fungi can have effects complementary to those
of other soil biota, for example collembola (Siddiky et al., 2012).
In fact, the entire body of literature on mycorrhiza helper bacteria
(e.g., Frey-Klett et al., 2007) also serves to illustrate the complex
interdependencies between AM fungal functioning and the soil
microbiome.
Hopefully, more tools can be added to this list as our
knowledge of mycorrhizal ecology and evolution grows.
Given the importance of “knowledge per hectare,” a
crucial component of mycorrhizal technology is two-way
communication with stakeholders by various means including
workshops, manuals and data-driven apps. Applications could be
developed through several stages of technological advancement.
The simplest apps would provide the user (farmer) with fieldspecific information and suggestions based on user input,
relying on evidence based information. Social applications could
connect farmers, mycorrhizal consultants and customers. More

The focus in applied research on mycorrhiza in sustainable
agriculture could be circumscribed as developing mycorrhizal
technology. Clearly most easily recognized as a mycorrhizal
technology is the production and application of mycorrhizal
fungal inoculum (Gianinazzi et al., 2002; Vosatka et al.,
2012; Solaiman et al., 2014), directly addressing the decline
in mycorrhizal abundance in agricultural fields. Inoculation
can have demonstrable yield benefits, powerfully documented
by the recent, very in-depth study by Hijri (2016) analyzing
231 potato field trials. Nevertheless, we argue here that this
should not be the exclusive focus of next-generation mycorrhizal
technology. A recent analysis concluded that one of the most
striking aspects of sustainable agricultural intensification is an
“increase in knowledge per hectare” (Buckwell et al., 2014),
i.e., a better understanding of how to achieve resource-efficient
agroecosystems with minimal environmental impacts in any
given location. This is a very useful conceptualization that helps
frame what mycorrhizal technology could or should increasingly
mean.
We here propose a definition of “mycorrhizal technology”
as the set of measures to optimize local mycorrhizal abundance
and diversity in terms of functioning for attaining sustainability
of agroecosystems. Optimization here means increasing
mycorrhizal benefits (in terms of yield and sustainability of other
ecosystems processes) within given socioeconomic constraints,
i.e., there will always be practical limits at the farm level to
achieving the full theoretical potential (e.g., Lamarque et al.,
2014). This definition includes sustainability as a clear goal and
it is inclusive of many approaches discussed in the following.

MYCORRHIZAL TECHNOLOGY:
COMPONENTS AND RESEARCH NEEDS
Components of an Inclusive Mycorrhizal
Technology
We propose some key elements of an inclusive mycorrhizal
technology (Figure 1): monitoring, agricultural management,
database tools, plant breeding and ecological engineering of
communities of mycorrhizal fungi (“myco-engineering”) and
their associated microbiota. Monitoring refers to assessment of
the abundance (in roots and soil) and diversity of mycorrhizal
fungal abundance in the field. Management represents a complex
set of tools that can impact abundance and diversity of
mycorrhiza, including agronomic practices with known effects
on mycorrhiza (e.g., crop rotations, tillage, fertilizer and other
additions), and also more directly targeted approaches, such
as inoculation with fungal strains or mycorrhization helperbacteria. Databases serve as dynamic repositories of site-specific
information linking site parameters with mycorrhizal abundance
and functioning. Plant breeding is an important component,
since mycorrhizal fungi require suitable hosts. And mycoengineering denotes an approach grounded in community
ecology with the goal to promote members of the mycorrhizal
fungal community with desirable traits. Inroads toward the
development of these various components of a mycorrhizal
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FIGURE 1 | Depiction of components of mycorrhizal technology, their current status and specific research needs. Development of these various
components of mycorrhizal technology has the goal to enhance abundance and diversity of arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi, leading to enhanced functioning.
Functioning of mycorrhiza is defined in the context of crop performance (yield and quality), as well as agroecosystem sustainability (here symbolized by soil quality and
sustainability).

The use of statistical tools such as variance partitioning
or structural equation modeling is required to attribute
relative effect sizes of mycorrhiza given all the other causal
pathways.
A second research priority relates to defining which
parameters influence mycorrhizal effectiveness. This will
help prevent other agricultural management approaches
from interfering with the mycorrhizal-mediated benefit. Data
demonstrating that mycorrhizas are not as important as
previously believed in some circumstances (e.g., Ryan and
Kierkegaard, 2012) or for some processes are ultimately very
useful in providing realistic expectations for stakeholders and for
setting management priorities.
Third, there is a need to expand the response variables for
documenting mycorrhizal effects. For example, plenty of data
exist for direct plant growth responses, but dramatically less
knowledge exists for nutrient and micronutrient contents in the
relevant (consumed) tissues (e.g., Lehmann et al., 2014; Lehmann
and Rillig, 2015). When considering multiple mycorrhizalinfluenced parameters it may also become evident that there are
conflicts, i.e., mycorrhiza may positively influence some plant
traits and others negatively (e.g., pollination and nutrient uptake;
Barber et al., 2013). Carefully documenting such tradeoffs and

advanced apps would include live monitoring of field variables
and mycorrhizae through sensors and, in the future, real time
sequence analysis or abundance analysis.

Research Needs
Development of new mycorrhizal technologies needs to be
supported by research, and specific research needs for the various
components of technology are detailed in Figure 1. In addition
to these, there are some general research needs that are crucial,
which we discuss here.
First, we need a better understanding of the relative
contribution of mycorrhiza to any aspect of sustainability. That
is, achieving a comprehensive view of all major hypothesized
causal pathways by which mycorrhiza influence sustainability,
including their interactions with other soil biota. For example,
this means measuring also other organism groups, especially if
those are also typically important in a given process, for example
for nutrient cycling (symbiotic and non-symbiotic diazotrophs,
phosphate mobilizers, nitrifiers, ammonia oxidizers) or for soil
aggregation (soil animals, roots, bacteria, saprobic fungi). The
same also applies to assessing other causal influences (site
factors) in order to assess mycorrhizal contributions to yield
increase, soil aggregation, crop quality or other parameters.
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delivery and apps) and is thus not uncertainty, i.e., not
unpredictable. Mycorrhizal technology can help improve the
proportion of variability that can be explained in a site-specific
manner.

understanding their mechanistic basis would be crucial and could
advance mycorrhizal technology.

WHAT IS THE WAY FORWARD?

CONCLUSIONS

Applied research and development (sensu Courchamp et al.,
2015) is needed to support mycorrhizal technology, which needs
to be funded from a variety of sources. The private sector,
i.e., companies, are currently investing primarily development
for the production and delivery of mycorrhizal inoculum.
We think this needs to broaden with the aim of developing
knowledge- and evidence-based mycorrhizal technologies. Based
on ever-increasing amounts of information, development of and
investment in ideally open-access information technology will be
crucial.
Currently, funding the development of mycorrhizal
technology suffers is hampered by unrealistic expectations,
and on the other hand, a perception of frequent failures
related to context-dependence of mycorrhizal effects. Both
prevent widespread appreciation of the role of mycorrhiza
in production agriculture. Here, there is an urgent need for
effective communication aimed at clarifying the important
distinction between uncertainty and variability (Lehmann
and Rillig, 2014): they are not the same, but often are
perceived, by both scientists and stakeholders, as being
synonymous. Mycorrhizal effects may be highly contextdependent (Hoeksema et al., 2010), i.e., variable, but a lot of
this variability can already be understood (and may ultimately
be much more accurately captured in site-specific information

Mycorrhizal fungi occur as communities of organisms,
embedded in complex biotic interactions in the soil, responding
dynamically to an array of environmental cues and management
factors - this is a complex ecological and also evolutionary
(Verbruggen and Kiers, 2010) situation that lacks a “one size fits
all” solution. We need to develop the appropriate technology,
with the components as defined here, and with a view toward
social sustainability, matching this complexity to better harness
the mycorrhizal symbiosis for a sustainable functioning of
agroecosystems.
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